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82nd Airborne Division 1997 follow the all american division from its activation in
1917 through campaigns in st mihiel anzio normandy holland vietnam grenada panama and
iraq includes more than 700 biographies of 82nd airborne veterans personal stories and
roster awards and decorations five medal of honor recipients a memorial section and
index hundreds of photos show america s guard of honor in action for over 75 years
The Sword of St. Michael 2011-08-30 the 82nd airborne division spent more time in
combat than any other american airborne unit of world war ii and its fierce battlefield
tenacity earned it the reputation of one of the finest divisions in the world yet no
comprehensive history of the 82nd during world war ii exists today the sword of st
michaelcorrects this significant gap in the literature offering a lively narrative and
thoroughly researched history of the famous division author guy lofaro himself a
distinguished officer of the division interweaves the voices of soldiers at both ends
of the chain of command from eisenhower to the lowest private making extensive use of
primary sources lofaro offers a work of insightful analysis situating the division s
exploits in a strategic and operational context
I'm the 82nd Airborne Division! 2005 i m the 82nd airborne division is the most
comprehensive collection of combat narratives after action reports documents maps and
photographs detailing the saga of one of the most famous units in the second world war
these original documents are now published for the first time since they were created
sixty years ago the division comes alive as individuals and units of the 82nd tell
their own stories maps illustrate day by day movements of the various regiments during
campaigns appendices list commander casualties and captured equipment special
photographic essays show helmet markings and ephemera from designation as the u s army
s first airborne division in 1942 through the campaigns in sicily italy anzio normandy
holland belgium and germany all the way to the occupation of berlin and the victory
parade in new york this is the story of the 82nd airborne division the all american in
world war ii a great reference for anyone interested in the 82nd airborne division in
world war ii and a fitting tribute to those who served in its ranks 400 colour b w
photos
82nd Airborne 2008 through the words of its veterans details the regimental history of
the 82nd airborne division all americans from operation husky in july of 1943 through d
day and operation market garden to the battle of the bulge and finally ending in berlin
as part of the occupying forces
All American, All the Way 2010-03-11 this wwii battlefield guide offers a detailed
history of the allied liberation of nijmegen during operation market garden with maps
and photos throughout on september 17th 1944 the 82nd airborne dropped allied parachute
infantry along the waal river in the netherlandish city of nijmegen their goal was to
seize the city s two major bridges and reinforce the british troops in nearby arnhem
though the allied forces faced a desperate struggle they ultimately secured both
bridges and liberated the city this comprehensive guide offers detailed information on
all of the units personalities and actions of this heroic episode in the allies failed
operation market garden fully illustrated with maps and photographs this volume covers
all the monuments and major battle sites as well as contemporary local facilities
Nijmegen 2008-10-20 the 82nd airborne division parachuted into history on 9 july 1943
when they led operation husky the invasion of sicily less than a year from their
formation in august 1942 the all americans the name of the division in world war i when
sgt alvin york was one its soldiers found themselves in the thick of the action
something that would become familiar to them for the rest of the war heavy combat
followed on the italian mainland then came the main event of the war d day
All American, All the Way 2010-11-10 formed as a division in august 1942 america s
paratroopers first saw action in the invasion of sicily in 1943 they gained undying
fame with their drop into normandy on the eve of d day later actions included market
garden the battle of the bulge and the final allied advance into germany where the 82nd
was chosen to occupy especially important positions each spearhead title includes an
evaluation of the units combat effectiveness as seen by the unit its opponents and
subsequent researchers and a research section including a bibliography and a listing of
museums websites re enactment groups and memorials
82nd Airborne 2001 this fast moving memoir of t moffatt burriss shows his extraordinary
role as a platoon leader and company commander with the 504th parachute infantry
regiment in europe and north africa during world war ii he saw a great deal of combat
on sicily at salerno on anzio beach in holland during operation market garden and
during the drive into germany this book portrays world war ii as seen vividly through
the eyes of the young american citizen soldier
Strike and Hold 2011 with 450 historic images some never before published this book is
a visual journey that chronicles the legendary 82nd airborne division from its training
in the united states preparation for combat in morocco and tunisia through spearheading
the invasion of sicily in the united states army s first mass parachute assault saving
the beachhead at salerno fighting in the mountains of italy and the brutal combat at
anzio with 228 half page or larger and 43 full page photos this large format book



provides the reader with more detail than with smaller format images complimenting the
photographs and captions are quotes from veterans which add context perspective and
depth to the images this book is the first of a multi volume set that will provide a
comprehensive collection of photos of the 82nd airborne during world war ii this book
makes a great companion to the narrative combat histories written by phil nordyke the
preeminent author of books about one the elite combat units of the second world war
The 82nd Airborne Division 2015-05-30 containing close to every photograph ever taken
of the 82nd anyone with the slightest interest in the airborne will want to own this
handsome volume wwii history magazine on the night of july 9 10 1943 the all americans
of the 82nd airborne division jumped into history as they made their first parachute
assault of world war ii three others would follow salerno normandy and holland in total
the division served more than three hundred days in combat a record unmatched by any
other american division with nearly four hundred historic photographs many never before
published the all americans in world war ii provides a complete photographic history of
the 82nd airborne division as it fought its way across sicily italy france belgium and
germany ultimately all the way to berlin as part of the american occupation forces this
book is an essential addition to any serious world war ii collection and a tribute to
the fighting spirit of this legendary division nordyke has assembled a fresh look at
the all americans that any u s wwii enthusiast should consider to be a high priority
purchase military trader a must own if you are interested in us airborne operations in
europe great photos great maps and great narrative military history online
The All Americans in World War II 2010-10-14 an account of the heroic d day actions of
the us army s first airborne division in the series that brings world war ii battles to
life since its formation on august 15 1942 the 82nd airborne commanded by major general
matthew b ridgway trained exhaustively for their new role which involved parachuting
from c 47s and insertion by waco cg 4a gliders after participating in the invasion of
sicily and performing night parachute drops onto the salerno beachhead in september
1943 the bulk of the division left for the united kingdom and training for d day
reorganized with two new parachute infantry regiments the 507th and the 508th joining
the 505th the division dropped onto the cotentin peninsula between ste mère Église and
carentan on the night of june 5 6 in a mission codenamed boston their glider borne
component the 325th gir arrived the next day widely dispersed on landing the division
overcame its problems and strong german defenses to take the important town of ste mère
Église further intense action along the merderet river ensured that the utah beachhead
wasn t compromised and subsequently the division fought on losing 5 245 troopers killed
wounded or missing when withdrawn after 33 days of action the division could be
satisfied it had performed heroically and helped establish the allied forces foothold
in france the past present series reconstructs historical battles by using photography
juxtaposing modern views with those of the past together with concise explanatory text
it shows how much infrastructure has remained and how much such as outfits uniforms and
ephemera has changed providing a coherent link between now and then
82nd Airborne 2017-08-19 celebrating the 60th anniversary of the 82nd airborne division
this beautiful book heralds those who fought for their country and those who paid the
ultimate price follow the all american division from activation in 1917 to campaigns in
st mihiel anzio normandy holland vietnam grenada panama and iraq includes more than 700
biographies and photos of 82nd airborne veterans personal stories medal of honor
recipients hundreds of photos an index and more
82nd Airborne Division 1988-06-15 an epic tale of a brotherhood forged by war
masterfully told by a lifelong journalist war correspondent and u s army veteran a must
read by military historians who follow the 82nd airborne division it is a compilation
of fascinating stories by brave soldiers who found themselves in the crucible of fierce
combat ltg retired james h johnson 82nd airborne division commander panama and desert
storm this book is the best i have ever read about the real situation experienced by
infantrymen in the vietnam war the stories honor the american soldier and their
families and demonstrate the pride all of us had in these men and their leaders a grand
slam hit out of the park robert d murrill esq distinguished member of the 508th
parachute infantry regiment in the golden brigade it is a story that needs to be told
and one that all paratroopers young and old need to know when the nation calls there
were and must always be those who will answer even if it means they sacrifice their
todays so that others will experience their tomorrows j thomas hennessey jr colonel
retired distinguished member of the 505th parachute infantry regiment chief of staff
emeritus at george mason university a solid chunk of history about an extraordinary
brotherhood of warriors vietnam veterans of america
The Golden Brigade 2022-12-06 today as america s only fully airborne qualified division
the 82nd is the spearhead of the us army s quick reaction forces the first unit into
any world trouble spot as in the recent gulf war this book provides a photographic
account of the unit s organization tactics and weaponry
82nd Airborne Division in Colour Photographs 1991 this wwii memoir offers a rare behind
the scenes view of the 82nd airborne and its heroic contributions to allied victory in



europe and africa joining the army in 1942 leonard lebenson was recruited into the 82nd
airborne for his skills as a typist and draftsman lebenson thus gained a ringside seat
for some of the greatest campaigns of world war ii from the invasions of north africa
sicily and france to the netherlands the bulge and the drive on berlin throughout the
campaigns lebenson was at the division s nerve center typing orders drafting battle
maps and acting as liaison a rare enlisted man with top secret status he was in the
room with gen patton field marshal montgomery jumpin jim gavin and other luminaries who
came through headquarters but lebenson also saw battle up close by ship plane glider
parachute and jeep with the rest of the all american division he was on the ground in
africa and the ardennes facing ever present enemy fire rising from private to master
sergeant lebenson thought that he had the best job in the army in this revealing memoir
however he never fails to give full credit to the men on the firing line who suffered
the greatest hardships and casualties
Surrounded by Heroes 2007-09-01 to every member of the 82nd airborne division who
dropped as part of the american paratroop landings during world war two they breathed a
little easier knowing their commander jumpin jim gavin would be jumping with them
general gavin s paratroops drop landed and fought in sicily normandy on d day and
during the abortive attempt to capture the rhine bridges during operation market garden
he shared the risks of all his men parachuting into enemy territory often only armed
with his gi issue rifle his memoirs are an outstanding addition to the literature of
the airborne in world war ii
Airborne Warfare 2020-04-13 karl zinsmeister s boots on the ground includes 32 color
photographs taken by the author during the month he was embedded with the 82nd in
kuwait and iraq this is a riveting account of the war in iraq moving north with the
82nd airborne units of the 82nd depart kuwait and convoy to iraq s tallil air base en
route to night and day battles within the major city of samawah and its intact bridges
across the euphrates boots on the ground quickly becomes an action filled microcosm of
the new kinds of ultramodern war fighting showcased in the overall battle for iraq at
the same time it remains specific to the daily travails of the soldiers karl
zinsmeister a frontline reporter who traveled with the 82nd vividly conveys the careful
planning and technical wizardry that go into today s warfare even local firefights and
he brings to life the constant air ground interactions that are the great innovation of
modern precision combat what exactly does it feel like to travel with a spirited body
of fighting men to come under fire to cope with the battlefield stresses of sleep
deprivation and a steady diet of field rations for weeks on end readers of this day to
day diary are left with not only a flashing sequence of strong mental images but also a
notion of the sounds and smells and physical sensations that make modern military
action unforgettable ultimately boots on the ground is a human story a moving portrayal
of the powerful bonds of affection trust fear and dedication that bind real soldiers
involved in battle there are unexpected elements the humor that bubbles up amidst
dangerous fighting the pathos of a badly wounded young boy the affection openly
exhibited by many american soldiers love of country love of family and hometown love of
each other this is a true life tale of superbly trained men in extraordinary
circumstances packed with concrete detail often surpassing fiction for sheer drama
Boots on the Ground 2004-10-05 this new book tells the complete story of the famous
82nd airborne division from its formation in 1917 through its legendary world war ii
campaigns sicily normandy and holland vietnam grenada nicaragua operation desert storm
to the present and examines the many changes from a world war i infantry division to
the rapid deployment organization it is today the 82nd helped develop the concepts of
airborne warfare during world war ii after the war the 82nd continued to develop
airborne techniques and trained to provide the united states with a strategic
deployment force since world war ii the division has been called upon to assist in
domestic and foreign disturbances since world war i the division has gone through many
changes but it still bears its world war i nickname the all american
The All American 2001 this is a new release of the original 1949 edition
The Story of the 82nd Airborne in the Year 1948, Fort Bragg, North Carolina 2013-10 on
the 82nd airborne division in world war 2
Saga of the All American 2004-03-01 this world war ii memoir follows mckenzie s
transformation from a green recruit into a hardened combat veteran after joining the
82nd airborne as a field artillery paratrooper the retired chemical engineer looks back
on his involvement in two months of continuous frontline combat 5 maps 24 photos
On Time, on Target 2000 captain dominic j caraccilo was the commander of headquarters
company 2nd brigade 82nd airborne division the ready brigade of the national command
authority and the first combat forces deployed to saudi arabia in what would eventually
become operation desert storm his account drawn from his personal log of the brigade s
227 day deployment and supported by many primary documents is a grunt level view of the
persian gulf war from the thoughts of the paratroopers as they left their homes to
their attack on iraqi forces
The Ready Brigade of the 82nd Airborne in Desert Storm 1993 an excellent read for



anyone interested in men at war as well as for students of the airborne operations the
italian campaign and the war in europe the nymas review upon the completion of the
sicily and salerno campaigns in 1943 the paratroopers of col reuben tucker s 504th
parachute infantry regiment were among the first allied troops to enter naples a ghost
town at first sight the residents soon expressed their joy at being liberated four
weeks later the 504th upon the special request of gen mark clark spearheaded fifth army
s drive through the notorious volturno valley the germans next stand january 1944
seemed to promise a period of rest but the landing at anzio meant deployment for the
paratroopers again this time by ship a bombing raid during their beach landing was a
forecast of eight weeks of bitter fighting holding the right flank of the beachhead
along the mussolini canal the paratroopers earned their nickname devils in baggy pants
for their frontline incursions into enemy lines as well as their stubborn defense of
the allied salient in this work h company s attachment to the british 5th grenadier
guards and the victoria cross action of maj william sidney are painted in comprehensive
light for the first time the story of honorary member of the 504th pir italian veteran
antonio taurelli is also included using war diaries personal journals letters and
interviews with nearly eighty veterans an up close view of the 504th pir in the fifth
army s italy campaign is here in unsurpassed detail from the author of two previous
works on the 504th pir the battle of the bridges and blocking kampfgruppe peiper this
book shows that the italian theater was second to none in terms of grueling combat
courage against formidable odds and an extremely expert enemy
Spearhead of the Fifth Army 2016-08-19 from its beginnings in 1942 as the 215th signal
depot company the 3191st signal service company radio intelligence and the 82nd counter
intelligence corps detachment the 313th military intelligence battalion and or its
units fought in every armed conflict from world war ii to the global war on terror this
book tells the story of the 313th communications reconnaissance battalion the 313th
army security agency battalion the 317th us army security agency battalion the 313th
combat electronic warfare intelligence battalion and the 313th military intelligence
battalion airborne exploring the integration consolidation refinement and deployment of
split based multi disciplined intelligence reconnaissance battlefield surveillance and
force protection operations in addition the book contains lists of the battalion s
heraldic items lineages and honors commanders and command sergeants majors and features
firsthand accounts and photographs of battalion troopers
313th Military Intelligence Battalion (Airborne), 82nd Airborne Division: A History
2014-05-28 steven weaver s life as a college student was active if he wasn t studying
he was playing varsity football or basketball now with the coming of war his first
months in the army lacked activity until he was given a unique opportunity in the
summer of 1942 to join a group of air deployed combat infantry looking for athletic
volunteers little did he know what would be asked of himself and his faith under fire
The Paratroopers 2014-06-03 drawing recruits from all 48 states at the time of its
inception the 82nd airborne earned the nickname all american and indeed from its
beginnings in 1917 to its service today in afghanistan and iraq the 82nd has remained
the nation s best known and most widely respected airborne unit this book traces the
82nd airborne s history from its roots in the 82nd infantry division to its current
service while providing a historical overview of the grand heritage of the all
americans the unit s stellar service during world war ii its reserve status during the
cold war its peacekeeping mission in the dominican republic and sustained action in
vietnam 82nd airborne focuses primarily on the unit s contemporary service author fred
j pushies discusses the division s involvement in small conflicts including grenada and
panama throughout the 1980s and he details the 82nd s service throughout the 1990s in
iraq haiti bosnia and kosovo and since 9 11 in afghanistan and iraq his is the most
thorough and up to date account of the legendary all americans in the modern era
82nd Airborne 2008-09-26 drawing on many oral and unpublished written accounts from
veterans of the 504th parachute infantry regiment phil nordyke brings the history of
the regiment to life conveying with remarkable immediacy and power what it was like to
be there this is history as it was lived by the men of the 504th from their pre war
coming of age in the regiment through the end of world war ii when they marched in the
victory parade down fifth avenue in new york the 504th earned three bronze stars for
their parachute wings one for each of their combat jumps
More Than Courage 2008-10-21 the story of the men who served in the 325th glider
infantry regiment cover
Silent Wings, Savage Death 2007 2 verdenskrig guide til operation market garden
omfattende 82 us luftbårne division og guards armoured divisions operationer omkring
nijmegen bogen er forsynet med kort oversigter og troppeinddeling
Glide to Glory 2002 during world war ii tens of thousands of american gis had their
first introduction to the european theatre of operations in the small towns green
fields rolling hills and forests of northern ireland in the main these troops had
crossed the dangerous u boat infested atlantic ocean directly from the united states we
the 82nd airborne division



Let's Go! 1997 by the late summer of 1944 the allied drive in western europe was in
danger of stalling as lines of communication became ever more extended a back door into
the heart of germany had to be found in september 1944 that back door led through
holland montgomery s plan for operation market garden was bold innovative and simple
the british xxx corps would drive 60 miles in two days crossing river obstacles over
bridges captured intact by airborne troops dropped earlier the british would take the
last bridge over the rhine at arnhem but the rest would be the responsibility of the
americans brigadier general james slim jim gavin s 82nd airborne had the job of taking
and holding three bridges including the road bridge over the waal at nijmegen all went
well until nijmegen when the advance ground to a halt as the germans holding the
southern approach refused to give ground the entire operation was now at risk gavin s
solution was as audacious as it was dangerous a crossing of the waal in open boats when
they arrived to outflank the germans that crossing under murderous fire witnessed
remarkable feats of individual courage and endurance as the americans battled to prise
open the road to arnhem trying to keep market garden alive
Nijmegen 2008-10-20 from the foxholes of italy and normandy to the tense allied high
command headquarters in london the allied victory in europe is dramatically recounted
in this stirring memoir by a general who was there making history both in the war rooms
and on the front lines gavin organized the famous 82nd and 101st airborne divisions
Passing Through 2005 on june 6 1944 paratroops of the legendary 82nd airborne division
jumped into normandy with the mission of seizing the bridges over the merderet river
ste mere eglise and other surronding villages this large format book contains many
first person accounts from 82nd veterans and more than 350 photos and maps as well as a
selection of full color photos of world war ii era airborne uniforms and equipment
Crossing the Waal 2014-08-30 see ddaymilitaria com for details
On to Berlin 1992-04 wurst a rifleman spent the most of world war ii in the european
theater of operations as a squad leader or platoon sergeant in company f 505 he made
three of the four regimental combat jumps dropping into italy normandy and holland
highlights include his baptism of fire in italy during the battle of arnone the jump on
d day and the liberation of ste mère eglise for which he was awarded a purple heart a
grueling month of combat in the hedgerows of normandy a second purple heart the
ferocious battle with the ss for the highway bridge at nijmegen holland silver star and
survival in the ardennes where he found himself as point man on his twentieth birthday
in a long bitter march toward the shoulder of the bulge wurst s narrative set against a
carefully researched historical background offers a unique view of the heat of battle
as experienced by a noncommissioned officer in the 82nd airborne division initial
chapters chronicle his training before mobilization when he lied about his age 15 to
the national guard in erie pennsylvania and his later experience in a heavy weapons
company of the 112th infantry regiment 28th infantry division in 1941 wurst was on a
truck returning from first army maneuvers in the carolinas to indiantown gap military
reservation when he heard the news of the attack at pearl harbor he recounts life at
camps livingston and beauregard in louisiana and at the newly formed parachute school
at fort benning georgia where he was stationed in the infamous frying pan area
descending from the clouds portrays the passage from innocence to experience wurst
begins as a 135 pound kid marching down his hometown streets in the national guard
wearing the remnants of a world war i uniform and pulling by hand a water cooled 30
caliber machine gun mounted on a wooden cart five years later he is a hardened platoon
sergeant leading his troopers through the frozen killing fields of death valley in
germany s huertgen forest his story is the story of the coming of age of the american
military fewer than twenty men per company who started with the 505 in the frying pan
returned home
82nd Airborne in Normandy 2004 hailing from the big cities and small towns of america
these young men came together to serve their country and the greater good they were the
505th parachute infantry regiment of the 82nd airborne division the all americans phil
nordyke their official historian draws on interviews with surviving veterans and oral
history recordings as well as official archives and unpublished written accounts from
more than three hundred veterans of the 505th pir and their supporting units this is
history as it was lived by the men of the 505th from their prewar coming of age in the
regiment through the end of world war ii when they marched in the victory parade up
fifth avenue in new york to the postwar legacy of having been part of an elite
parachute regiment with a record unsurpassed in the annals of combat
Index to the General Orders of the 82nd Airborne Division, in World War II 2003-01-01
chronicles the history of america s paratroopers in world war ii and recounts the
achievement of general matthew ridgway in successfully implementing the new airborne
warfare
Descending From the Clouds 2007-06-01
Four Stars of Valor 2010-11-12
Ridgway's Paratroopers 1985
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